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PURPOSE AWAKENING, the breakout book of international speaker TourÃ© Roberts, is about that

transformational moment when you are awakened to the purpose of your life. Your life began with a

brilliant thought in God's mind. Your purpose, therefore, is the awakening to that thought. In this

groundbreaking book, TourÃ© introduces a new way to perceive the meaning of purpose. As he

says: "You don't find purpose; purpose finds you." In fact, purpose conceived you; it was the

catalyst for your birth. This thought-provoking book opens with the revolutionary concept that "Every

life began as an epic idea." This new way of finding your purpose will empower you and change

your life forever. You haven't even begun to live until you find out why you are here. TourÃ© uses

personal stories, humor, and eye-opening analogies to take you on a transformational journey. You

will learn how to discover your unique purpose, know God's voice, identify and choose purpose

mates, end wrong relationships, put an end to fear, grow your faith, and so much more. PURPOSE

AWAKENING will also give you a relatable and practical guide that will instill confidence, peace, and

fulfillment by demystifying the journey to purpose, and enabling you to discover your own unique

awakening. Being more than just a "feel good book," PURPOSE AWAKENING provides true

direction and gives parameters that guide the purpose-seeker. It will set you on a life-changing

course to discovering the good idea concerning your life and the joys of seeing it fulfilled.
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There are many people who can improve their situation in life by simply changing their attitude and



a few of their bad habits. You may not now have the mindset to be one of them, but even if the total

is only a small percentage of this book's readers, how could that possibly that be interpreted by

anyone as a bad thing? This author approaches the subject of how one can discover the path,

objectives, confidence and self-direction by "choosing" to live a new purposeful life. This choice is

made by honestly appraising yourself, then deciding on a new direction based on a reasonable

analysis of your own God-given ability and natural talent. While it may not be as easy as it sounds

almost anyone can do it if they make the commitment. Filled with direct testimony, humor and

important tips to assist you, this book holds the potential to change your life. Every new journey

begins with the first step ... what do you have to lose?

Every word written by TourÃ© Roberts in Purpose Awakening is divinely inspired and carefully

crafted with the intention of transforming your life. I now have a hot yellow highlighted version of the

book because every page is loaded with profound wisdom that you can apply to your life right away.

More than it being a life changing book the first time you read it, it is a life guide that you will want to

carry with you and reference throughout your entire life journey!Additionally, TourÃ© Roberts is one

of the most powerful and talented motivational speakers in our generation today. I highly

recommend watching his talks (available free online) in partnership with reading this book.

Purpose Awakening will encourage, inspire, motivate, guide and bless you tremendously. I too

stayed up half way into the night reading this book, I COULD NOT put it down until I had savored

and read every page.Purpose Awakening is simplicity at it's best. It is very easy to read and

understand. I LOVE this book and will definitely refer to it on a regular basis as I focus and discover

the Epic Idea that motivated my birth.

Purpose Awakening is a must read for everyone no matter where you are in your life. What is

important about this book is that I was able to use some of the insights immediately to realign my

goals. This book really challenged me which is why I could not put it down.

For a long time I sat in a place of comfort in God. Plenty of revelation, and understanding of who

God was. But that place over time became somewhat frustrating. I kept seeking and gaining, but my

results remained the same. More revelation, more power, more of His spirit but no manifestation of

His promises. I knew God had great plans for my life, and I was confident I had what it takes but no

manifestation. However I was open to read Purpose Awakening, and just reading it began to unlock



purpose in my life. It was like that book said give me your hand, we're going into purpose. This book

is for people from all walks of life, even the ones who think they have it all figured out. That was me

feeling like me and God alone can unlock my purpose. But now I understand life is about

partnerships, and fulfilling purpose is not a one man show. I'm not finished with the book and it has

and will be hard to put it down.Purpose Awakening ROCKS!!!

The world is always buzzing around us never allowing a thought to clearly form in your mind.We

hear everyone talking to us but do you hear God? At times we pray for this and hope for that but are

we prepared to just let go of everything and hear His words? Every one of us is here by His design

and the decisions we make and the mis-steps that are taken are always leading us on the correct

path of our destiny.There are times we question the amount of burden bestowed upon us but never

fear, have faith in yourself, and live the life that has been designed just for you. Believe in all things

you can see and especially in those you cannot.This book came at a good time in my life as I work

through the mine field that is someone with a family member suffering with a mental illness. While I

was trying to figure out what was going on that God would add one more life altering burden to my

existence, I read this book and said "because I can handle it". There are so many people wandering

the streets seeks peace in their lives who have no family to care for them and my son does have

someone and that is me. So I gave up the pity party, am working to figure out how to make his life

functional again, and realize that without asking my son's prayer of who can help me not become a

statistic, was answered.

I've heard of Toure but I never paid attention to his teachings until I came across his teaching on 5

Ways to Identify Your Soulmate on Youtube. From that video on, I was hooked. His style is so laid

back and easy to digest. For a pastor, he's not preachy and as one who grew up in a Pentacostal

church, I can appreciate a break from the hoop and holler of most pulpit orators. Toure's style is

very uplifting and energizing and I am enjoying this book so far. Definitely a worthy investment.

I will say it again: Purpose Awakening is life changing! Buy the book! :) When I first purchased this

book I was so unclear of what my purpose in life should be. I was surrounded by people who were

walking in their purpose and I often wondered if I would ever discover my own purpose. I tried so

many times to figure out what my purpose was and in doing so I did not realize I was going about it

the wrong way. After reading Purpose Awakening, I now have a clear vision for my life's purpose.

Reading this book helped me to see that I had to change the way I went about realizing my purpose.



Purpose Awakening is not a step-by-step program...it is way more than that. This book goes beyond

the surface and really digs deep into what is needed in order to live a life of purpose. I highly

recommend this book to anyone who has questioned their purpose and wants to be awakened to

what they were put on earth to do. (For anyone reading this you are awesome and loved. You are

here for a reason and the world is waiting for you to live in your purpose. God bless you as you start

the journey that will change your life!)
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